be of great importance since the relationship between bilingualism and executive functions appears to be more complex than initially claimed. Research practice shows that some of the effects indicating cognitive benefits in bilinguals are not always easy to replicate (cf. Bialystok et al., 2005b; Colzato et al., 2008) , and the detectability of the bilingual advantage in conflict resolution may be limited to some specific experimental conditions (Colzato et al., 2008; Costa et al., 2009) . Moreover, in order to fully understand the nature of the relationship between bilingualism and the reported cognitive gains, we also need to explore which aspects of bilingual experience are crucial for the effect to emerge (Kroll, 2009) .
Factors that can potentially contribute to the emergence of the bilingual benefit include the speaker's language proficiency and relative balance between the two languages, the intensity of daily usage of each of the two languages, length of exposure, age of L2 acquisition, the degree of similarity between a bilingual's two languages, and specificities related to the context in which both languages are being used on a daily bases. The latter relates to whether the two languages are separated in time in daily use (one language at home, the other at work), or whether daily usage involves frequent mixing of languages. According to Costa et al. (2009) , this sociolinguistic factor may impact on whether bilinguals show enhancement of the monitoring aspect of executive functions.
Disentanglement of how each of the factors selectively contributes

IntroductIon
A person who speaks two languages needs to attend to the language that is appropriate in the particular context and ignore the language that is irrelevant. This kind of experience may lead to development of more effective attentional mechanisms. Indeed, a substantive body of research has consistently shown benefits for bilinguals in some aspects of cognitive functioning, especially in executive control abilities (see , for a review). The evidence for a bilingual advantage in tasks requiring resolution of conflict, or inhibition of non-relevant information, is consistent with the notion that bilinguals recruit the executive control system in order to manage the simultaneous activation of their two languages (Green, 1998; Abutalebi and Green, 2007; Kroll, 2008; van Heuven et al., 2008) , as well as with the claim that the enhancement of such processes through continual practice may generalize to other domains of cognitive functioning Ye and Zhou, 2009; Festman et al., 2010) .
Although the impact of bilingualism on non-linguistic processes seems to be well-documented, many issues still remain open and there is a clear need to determine the boundaries of such influence. Hernandez et al. (2010) list two possible ways in which this goal may be achieved. The first is to identify the exact components of executive control that are modulated by bilingualism, and the second is to explore the extent to which bilingualism influences other aspects of attention. Both approaches seem to
The efficiency of attentional networks in early and late bilinguals: the role of age of acquisition Previous studies have demonstrated a bilingual advantage in the efficiency of executive attention. A question remains, however, about the impact of the age of L2 acquisition and relative balance of the two languages on the enhancement of executive functions in bilinguals, and whether this is modulated by the similarity of the bilingual's two languages. The present study explores these issues by comparing the efficiency of attentional networks amongst three groups of young adults living in Australia: English monolinguals and early and late Chinese-English bilinguals. We also address the impact of bilingualism on hemispheric lateralization of cognitive functions, which is of interest since a recent study on early bilinguals revealed reduced hemispheric asymmetry in attentional functioning. In the present study, participants performed a modified version of the lateralized attention network test. Both early and late bilinguals were found to have more efficient executive network than monolinguals. The late bilinguals, who were also reported to be more balanced in the proficiency and usage of their two languages, showed the greatest advantage in conflict resolution, whereas early bilinguals seemed to show enhanced monitoring processes. These group differences were observed when controlling for non-verbal intelligence and socioeconomic status. Such results suggest that specific factors of language experience may differentially influence the mechanisms of cognitive control. Since the bilinguals had distinct language sets, it seems that the influence of bilingualism on executive functions is present regardless of the similarity between the two languages. As for hemispheric lateralization, although the results were not clear-cut, they suggest the reduced lateralization in early bilinguals.
to the cognitive benefit is a challenging task. Let us consider briefly how two of the factors listed above may contribute to changes in attentional control in bilinguals.
SImIlarIty between languageS
Although bilingual benefits in executive functions in children and the elderly have been replicated across different languages and cultural contexts, reports on similar advantages in young adults are scarce and so far limited to bilinguals with language sets that are relatively similar in terms of lexical and grammatical structure (mostly Catalan-Spanish; Costa et al., 2008 Costa et al., , 2009 Hernandez et al., 2010 ; but see Bialystok et al., 2005a ; see also Table 1 for a review). It may therefore be that usage of two typologically similar languages requires a greater degree of attentional control, leading to more efficient executive and alerting networks. It remains an open question whether having two structurally distinct language sets will lead to similar advantages in young adults who are at the peak of their cognitive abilities. Costa et al. (2008) suggested that the need to monitor the two languages may be particularly strong in contexts in which bilinguals use their two languages interchangeably (such as Catalan-Spanish speakers in Barcelona) and less needed in the case of bilinguals who have a clear separation between the languages and daily activities.
age of acquISItIon
Does one need to be an early bilingual to enjoy the benefits of improved executive functions? Indeed, most research reporting cognitive gains in bilinguals examined bilinguals who learnt their two languages relatively early in life (see Table 1 ). The only two exceptions so far are studies by Bialystok et al. (2006) and Wodniecka et al. (2010) . However, in both of these studies, the late bilinguals represented elderly participant groups. Does it mean that, at least for young adults, early age of L2 acquisition is necessary for the attentional benefit to emerge? If not, what are the critical conditions that must be fulfilled by late bilinguals to confer similar advantages? Age of acquisition might have an influence on bilinguals' efficiency in executive control not necessarily because of biological or maturational constraints on language learning, but because of a set of environmental factors that might be the consequence of early or late L2 learning. In the most obvious way, age of acquisition has an impact on (although it does not determine) the amount of input that one receives in each language. If the length of simultaneous exposure to two languages is critical for the cognitive advantage to emerge, then early bilinguals should naturally enjoy greater cognitive benefits than late bilinguals. On the other hand, there are grounds to suggest that late bilinguals may, in fact, train their executive control to a greater extent than early bilinguals and hence display a larger cognitive benefit related to the training. Abutalebi and Green (2007) demonstrated that bilingual language production engages the neural executive network to a greater extent than monolingual production, suggesting the importance of the network in selecting a language in the face of interference. Moreover, L2 processing is more effortful than L1 processing and involves more extensive activation in the left frontal region than processing of the same language by monolingual speakers (Wartenburger et al., 2003; Hernandez and Meschyan, 2006; Abutalebi, 2008; Kovelman et al., 2008) . This seems to suggest that late bilinguals utilize the executive network to a greater extent than early proficient bilinguals, presumably because executive control not only helps them control interference from their other language, but also supports processing of the less automatic L2. A model developed by Hernandez et al. (2005) proposes that L2 learning involves a competitive interplay between a bilingual's two languages in which speakers must overcome interference from L1. The more solidified that L1 is, the more difficult L2 learning becomes. It seems plausible then that, although bilingualism may result in massive training of the executive network, late bilinguals are even more prone to this training due to greater interference of L1 during L2 learning.
Previous research has reported bilingual advantages in children and older adults, which are the two groups whose attentional capacities are either not fully developed or are in decline. The first study that demonstrated the effect of bilingualism on executive control in young adults in their twenties was carried out by Costa et al. (2008) . The authors used the attention network test (ANT; originally developed by Fan et al., 2002) to compare the efficiency of three attentional networks in Catalan-Spanish bilinguals and Spanish monolinguals: alerting, orienting, and executive control. Attentional networks are a system of functionally and neuro-anatomically independent webs of neural areas, which are involved in three kinds of functions: achieving and maintaining an alert state, orienting to sensory or mental events, and monitoring and resolving competitions or conflicts (Raz and Buhle, 2006; Posner and Rothbart, 2007; Posner and Fan, 2008) . Costa et al. (2008) found young adult bilinguals to be advantaged in conflict resolution. Moreover, bilinguals showed a larger alerting effect, but did not differ from monolinguals in their orienting of attention. In addition, bilinguals were overall faster than monolinguals in performing the task. In their subsequent ANT study with young adult bilinguals, Costa et al. (2009) argued that the overall reaction time (RT) advantage of bilinguals may indicate higher efficiency of the monitoring system, which evaluates the need to engage in conflict resolution processes. How exactly the monitoring and the conflict resolution processes interact with each other and to what extent they depend on one another is still an open issue (cf. Costa et al., 2009) . Nevertheless, the available evidence suggests that bilingualism may impact various aspects of the cognitive control mechanism. A recent study by Marzecová, Asanowicz, Krivá, and Wodniecka (submitted for publication) replicated the results obtained by Costa et al. (2008) in relation to executive and alerting networks. However no overall advantage in RTs was observed. The results of Marzecová et al. (submitted for publication) suggest an advantage for bilinguals in conflict resolution per se, but not in the process of monitoring (cf. Costa et al., 2009) . The participants in that study were early, relatively balanced speakers of two languages that are typologically similar to each other (mostly Czech-Slovak bilinguals). The participants tested in all three studies described above represented similar profiles: They were early bilinguals with life-long exposure to the two typologically similar languages. It is therefore impossible to determine which aspect of their experience was crucial for the attentional advantage that was observed. An important question stemming from previous research with the ANT task, then, is whether similar effects would be observed in a group of bilinguals whose two languages are more distinct from each other, and if so how the later age of acquisition would impact on the pattern of results. 
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Self-rating (0-6): Greene et al., 2008) . Reduced hemispheric asymmetry in bilinguals has previously been reported for language functions (Dehaene et al., 1997; Moreno et al., 2010) , but also for non-verbal cognitive functions (Hausmann et al., 2004) . Moreover, the study by Marzecová et al. (submitted for publication) showed right hemisphere dominance for conflict resolution in monolinguals, and a lack of such asymmetry in bilinguals. Both studies that reported the lack of hemispheric asymmetry tested early bilinguals (Hausmann et al., 2004 ; Marzecová et al., submitted for publication).
It remains an open question, then, whether late onset bilinguals display a similar pattern of lateralization for non-linguistic functions as early bilinguals. The hemispheric asymmetry of linguistic processes appears to be influenced by the age of acquisition of the second language. Meta-analyses of language studies Vaid, 2006, 2007) indicate that, regardless of proficiency, bilinguals who acquired their second language at an early age (typically before age six) consistently show more bilateral involvement in linguistic tasks for both L1 and L2. Late bilinguals, on the other hand, exhibit left hemispheric lateralization for both their languages, as is typically observed in monolinguals. Analogously, it is possible that early bilinguals would show reduced hemispheric asymmetry of attentional networks, while late bilinguals would show the same pattern of lateralization as monolinguals. If this is the case, it may be argued that early experience in learning a second language is critical in altering the functional cerebral organization of non-linguistic functioning.
materIalS and methodS materIalS and procedure
Background questionnaire
A language background questionnaire was used to obtain participant information in order to classify the bilinguals as either Early or Late. Demographics details were also collected to allow any major differences between groups, such as age, gender, and socioeconomic background, to be identified. In particular, lower socioeconomic status (SES) has been shown to be associated with deficits in aspects of attention, especially in tasks that require filtering information and managing response conflict (see e.g., Stevens et al., 2009 , 2009) . The higher of the two parents' scores was retained as the SES score for each participant. Parental education level, determined as the average of the two parents' number of years of education, provided further information about socioeconomic background, as parental education is a good predictor of SES (see Marks et al., 2000) . In addition to sociodemographic details, bilingual participants provided information relating to language experience, so that effects of individual differences in factors such as proficiency The present study aimed at comparing early and late bilinguals in the efficiency of the three attentional networks, alerting, orienting, and executive control (cf. Posner and Rothbart, 2007; Posner and Fan, 2008) , and thus to shed some light on the interaction between age of L2 acquisition and cognitive gains associated with bilingualism. We asked which aspects of attentional functions are modulated by early and late bilingualism and to what extent the L2 age of acquisition has a differential impact on attention. We aimed at extending earlier findings on attentional advantage observed in early young bilinguals by including a group of late bilinguals, who acquired L2 in their adolescent years. Additionally, the bilinguals in the current study were a linguistically homogeneous group whose two languages were very distinct from each other; namely, Chinese and English. This allowed for comparison between the results from the current study with earlier research with bilinguals who spoke two very similar languages.
An alphabetic language like English has a phonemically based script, which is a system of letters that each represents a unit of sound (phoneme). The Chinese language, in contrast, has a morphosyllabic script, which is a system of characters each representing a unit of semantic meaning (morpheme) and having little systematic correspondence to phonology. In order to vocalize and comprehend Chinese, one must memorize the phonology and meaning of each character (Chee et al., 1999; Luk and Bialystok, 2008) . Further, neuroimaging evidence suggests that different cognitive and processing resources may be required for reading and understanding Chinese as opposed to English (e.g., Tan et al., 2003) , which may result in a lesser conflict between the two languages. If the advantage of bilingualism is related to the two language systems being similar to each other, then the Chinese-English bilinguals, both early and late, would show no advantage over monolinguals in the functioning of attentional networks. On the other hand, if the typological distance between the two languages of a bilingual does not play a role, then the early Chinese-English bilinguals may show advantages in alerting and executive networks, corroborating previous findings with language sets that are more similar to each other (Costa et al., 2008; Marzecová et al., submitted for publication) . Such a finding would reveal that bilingual experience influences attentional functioning irrespective of the degree of similarity between languages, and would be consistent with previous studies on Chinese-English bilingual children (Goetz, 2003; Bialystok and Martin, 2004) . If advantages in attentional functioning were to be found in early Chinese-English bilinguals, late bilinguals may or may not show similar pattern. If the constant practice in monitoring and switching between languages since an early age is necessary to gain enhancement of attentional functioning, then it may not be observed in late bilinguals. If, however, late bilinguals train the executive network more intensively than early bilinguals (because they need to control interference from L1, which may be even greater than in early bilinguals, as well as to support the less automatized L2; Costa et al., 2009) , then the late Chinese-English bilinguals may show even more enhanced efficiency of attention than early bilinguals, especially in conflict resolution processes.
Besides exploring the impact of bilingual experience on attentional networks, we sought to investigate pattern of lateralization in bilinguals' attentional functioning. The lateralization of attention in bilinguals was of interest since previous research indicated and (v) a response period that ended once participants responded, or timed out after 1820 ms (see Figure 1C) . The fixation cross remained on the screen throughout whole trial, until participants responded or the trial timed out. During the task, a chin rest with forehead bar was used to secure the position of the eyes of participants at a distance of 50 cm away from the center of the screen. Participants were instructed to keep their heads still and fixate on the central cross throughout the session. Their task was to respond as accurately and as quickly as possible to the direction of the target middle arrow, ignoring the four flanker arrows. First there were two 12-trial practice blocks, in which participants received feedback for the accuracy of response for each trial. Two experimental blocks then followed, each consisting of 144 trials. Within each block, trials were presented in a randomized order. The number of trials was divided equally across the two flanker types, as well as across the two visual hemifields. Responses were made on a mouse held sideways, so that the two buttons were oriented vertically. Response hand alternated between blocks in a counterbalanced order across participants.
The LANT provides indices for the efficiency of alerting, orienting, and executive networks (cf. Fan et al., 2002) . Subtracting RT or accuracy in the center cue condition from no cue condition allows the efficiency of the alerting network to be measured. Typically, performance is much improved after occurrence of the center (warning) cue, which signals when target will appear next (Posner, 2008) . Comparison between the results in a valid spatial and usage could be examined. Bilinguals rated their proficiency in both Chinese and English, separately for speaking, understanding speech, reading, and writing, using a seven-point scale (1 = Not at all; 7 = Native-like). Self-ratings were also provided for the amount of daily usage of each language (expressed in percentages), the frequency of mixing their two languages in the same sentence, on a five-point scale (1 = Rarely; 5 = Very frequently), and the frequency of deliberately refraining from uttering a Chinese word or phrase when speaking to an English speaker, on a fivepoint scale (1 = Rarely; 5 = Very frequently). The latter two selfratings allowed differences in frequency of mixing and inhibiting to be examined. The questions pertaining to language experience were mostly adapted from questions in the L2 Language History Questionnaire (Li et al., 2006) and the Language Dominance Scale (Dunn and Fox Tree, 2009) .
Lastly, the handedness of participants was established using a question adapted from the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . Participants indicated whether they used their left hand for any of a list of eight activities. People who marked four or more activities were deemed to be left-handed.
Non-verbal intelligence test
In order to compare general non-verbal intelligence across the three groups, participants completed a shortened version of Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices Set I (Raven et al., 1998) . One point was given for each correct answer, with a maximum total of 12; the total score was used as an index of the person's general non-verbal intelligence.
Lateralized attention network test
The LANT is a computer-based task requiring manual responses to stimuli presented on screen. Stimuli were presented using the DMDX program (Forster and Forster, 2003) . The main stimulus in the LANT comprised an array of five arrows, oriented and arranged in a vertical line. The middle arrow was the target and either pointed up or down. The target was flanked with other arrows that were either congruent, i.e., pointing in the same direction as the target; or incongruent, i.e., pointing in the opposite direction (see Figure 1A) . The array of arrows subtended a height of 3.0° visual angle, and was presented at a distance of 2.2° visual angle from a central fixation cross to either left or right visual field. The stimuli were preceded by one of four types of cue: (i) a valid spatial cue, which was an asterisk presented in the same visual hemifield as the target; (ii) an invalid spatial cue, which was an asterisk presented in the opposite visual hemifield; (iii) a center cue, which was an asterisk presented at the location of the fixation cross; and (iv) no cue (see Figure 1B) . For the spatial cue conditions, 80% were valid while the other 20% were invalid. The LANT procedure and stimuli parameters were based on the study by Greene et al. (2008) .
Each trial of the LANT consisted of five events as follows: (i) a central fixation cross presented for a period of random variable duration (1300-2700 ms), ensuring that the onset of the target stimuli was predicted by the cue and not by the regular timing of the initial fixation period; (ii) a cue presented for 100 ms; (iii) a short fixation period for 400 ms; (iv) the target and flanker stimuli flashed randomly to either left or right of the fixation cross for 180 ms, in order to isolate the information to one hemisphere; the Early Bilinguals learned Chinese as their first language. Nearly all (32) of the participants in this group indicated a higher level of proficiency for English compared to Chinese, and a higher percentage of daily use of English over Chinese. Every Early Bilingual had received all of their formal education in English.
Late bilinguals
The Late Bilingual group consisted of those who had arrived in Australia at or after age 12. The average age of arrival in Australia for the group was 16.2 years (ranging from 12 to 19 years). As can be seen in Table 2 , the Late Bilinguals first learned and were first able to communicate in English at substantially later ages than Early Bilinguals. Further, in contrast to the Early Bilinguals, the majority (24) of the Late Bilinguals indicated a higher level of proficiency for Chinese over English, and about equal or higher percentage of daily use for Chinese over English. Most had received more years of education in Chinese than in English (on average 9.7 and 4.1 years respectively).
Between-group comparisons
The three groups differed from each other in SES, parental education, and non-verbal intelligence. The differences in SES were significant between all three groups. Early Bilinguals had a lower average cue condition (which informs participants where the target will occur) and the results in a center cue condition provide information about the efficiency of orienting to the target location. If a target is preceded by a valid spatial cue, responses are faster and more accurate, since attention is already focused on the target location (Posner, 1980) . Additionally, orienting cost can be examined by comparing an invalid spatial cue condition with a center cue condition. The orienting cost reflects the efficiency of reorienting to the target presented outside the current focus of attention (Corbetta et al., 2008) . Finally, a comparison between congruent and incongruent flanker conditions shows the cost of conflict resolution, which is an index of the executive network's efficiency. In order to respond quickly and accurately to a target in the incongruent condition one must inhibit the interference and resolve the conflict caused by flankers, which are incongruent with the target (Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974; Fan et al., 2003) .
partIcIpantS
A total of 100 people participated in this study, each belonging to one of three groups: Early Bilinguals (n = 36), Late Bilinguals (n = 30), and Monolinguals (n = 34). Overall, the age of participants ranged from 18 to 48 years (M = 20.0, SD = 3.7); there were 56 females and 44 males. The participants were students undertaking a first year psychology course at the University of New South Wales, who received course credit in exchange for participation. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Advisory Panel of the School of Psychology at the UNSW and participants provided written informed consent prior to participation.
No left-handed participants were tested, as patterns of cerebral lateralization have been found to vary more in left-handers (Andreou and Karapetsas, 2001 ). The Chinese-English bilingual groups included both Mandarin and Cantonese speakers, as there is essentially no difference in structure between these two dialects. The age of arrival to Australia (or to another English-speaking country) was considered as the age of L2 exposure, thus the age of immersion in the L2 environment was considered as the age of onset of bilingualism and used in the classification of bilinguals as either Early or Late. Table 2 presents the sociodemographic characteristics for the three groups, along with their Raven's non-verbal intelligence scores. The language characteristics of the two bilingual groups are also presented.
Monolinguals
All of the participants in the Monolingual group were born, and had spent most of their lives, in Australia or other English-speaking countries. All were of Caucasian descent. People whose parents spoke other languages were excluded, as they may have had some understanding and/or ability to communicate in a second language.
Early bilinguals
The Early Bilingual group consisted of those who had arrived in Australia at or before age six. The average age of arrival for the group was 0.3 years, due to the large majority (30) being born in Australia (i.e., age of arrival 0 years). For the six who were not born in Australia, the average age of arrival was 2.1 years. Given the average ages of first learning English and first being able to communicate in English (see Table 2 ), it can be assumed that most of Table 2 ).
reSultS overall reSultS averaged acroSS three language groupS
Trials with RTs faster than 200 ms or slower than 1200 ms (overall 1.8%) and trials with errors were excluded from the RT analysis. The mean RT was 648 ms (SD = 112.6). The mean error rate (ERR) yielded 12.6% (SD = 17.6). The mean RTs and ERRs broken by all conditions are presented in Table 3 . The RT and ERR data were first analyzed by means of a 4 (cue condition: no cue, valid spatial, invalid spatial, center) × 2 (flanker type: congruent, incongruent) × 2 (visual field: left, right) ANOVA. The main effects of cue condition were significant both for RT, F(3, 297) = 360.73, p < 0.0001, and ERR, F(3, 297) = 85.11, p < 0.0001. The main effects of flanker type were also significant for RT, F(1, 99) = 364.97, p < 0.0001, and for ERR, F(1, 99) = 169.92, p < 0.0001. Importantly, the visual field asymmetry was found both for RT and ERR. Responses were 6 ms faster, F(1, 99) = 4.77, p = 0.03, and 2.4% more accurate, F(1, 99) = 17.22, p < 0.001, for targets presented in the left visual field (LVF) than in the right visual field (RVF). We also found significant cue × VF interaction for RT, F(3, 297) = 4.24, p = 0.006, showing the largest asymmetry in the invalid cue condition, and flanker type × VF interaction for ERR, F(1, 99) = 22.31, p < 0.001, which showed the LVF advantage (5%) in the incongruent condition and no asymmetry in the congruent condition. Description of other significant interactions obtained in the task goes beyond the research goals presented in this paper.
Attentional networks
The alerting effect was indexed by the difference between the center cue condition and no cue condition. Participants, averaged across three groups, responded 40 ms (SD = 28.7) faster on trials with a center cue than on trials with no cue, t(99) = 14.01, p < 0.0001, and made 2.7% (SD = 6.7) fewer errors, t(99) = 4.03, p < 0.0001. The orienting benefit effect was calculated by subtracting the RT or ERR of trials with a valid spatial cue from trials with a center cue. Participants took great benefit of a valid spatial cue, responding 67 ms (SD = 29.4) faster, t(99) = 22.81; p < 0.0001, and 4.6% (SD = 5.4) more accurately, t(99) = 8.52; p < 0.0001, than on trials with a center cue. The orienting cost was calculated by subtracting the RT and ERR of trials with a center cue from trials with an invalid 
between-group comparISonS
Because the groups differed on SES, parental education, and nonverbal intelligence, it is important to ensure that any differences between the groups in attentional functioning were not due to preexisting differences other than language background. Therefore, in all between-group analyses presented below, the parental education and Raven's non-verbal intelligence were included as covariates. SES was not controlled for as a third covariate due to its highly significant correlation with parental education (r = 0.51, p < 0.001). Parental education was chosen over SES as the more objective measure of potential environmental influence since (a) SES had a moderate significant correlation with Raven's score (r = −0.28, p = 0.005), while parental education did not (r = −0.05, p = 0.61); and (b) some of the responses for parental occupation were too vague to properly classify and several of the parents were retired, making education level a more objective measure.
Overall RT and ERR
The results of ANCOVA showed that groups differed significantly on overall RT, F(2, 95) = 4.59, p = 0.012, when controlling for parental education and intelligence. Early bilinguals responded the fastest (609 ms), monolinguals exhibited the longest time of reactions (685 ms), while RT of late bilinguals fell in between (651 ms). Subsequent tests showed that the difference between monolinguals and early bilinguals was significant, F(1, 66) = 11.15, p = 0.001, whereas the differences between monolinguals and late bilinguals, and between early and late bilinguals were not significant: F(1, 62) = 1.76, p = 0.19, and F(1, 62) = 2.35, p = 0.13, respectively. There was no significant group effect, F < 1, on the overall ERR measure.
Attentional networks
Alerting. Monolinguals showed the smallest alerting affect (34.6 ms), the intermediate result was obtained for early bilingual group (38 ms), and late bilinguals obtained the largest effect (49 ms); see Figure 2 for the attentional network indexes in the three groups. This trend is in line with previous studies, in which bilingual advantage in the alerting network was observed (Costa et al., 2008 ; Marzecová et al., submitted for publication). However, the effect did not reach significance, F(1, 95) = 2.19, p = 0.12. In the ERR analysis, the effect of group was not significant (F < 1).
Orienting. The three groups did not differ significantly in the orienting benefit effect, either in terms of RT, F(2, 95) = 1.34, p = 0.27, or ERR, F < 1. For the orienting cost, the late bilinguals showed the greatest cost (69 ms), while the early bilinguals and the monolinguals showed notably lesser costs (51 and 47 ms, respectively). However, the trend did not reach significance, F(2, 95) = 2.2, p = 0.11. To further investigate the effect of orienting cost in RT,
FIguRe 2 | Attentional networks in terms of RT (A) and eRR (B).
three between-group comparisons were carried out: monolinguals vs. early bilinguals, monolinguals vs. late bilinguals, and early vs. late bilinguals. The difference between late bilinguals and monolinguals was significant, F(1, 60) = 4.55, p = 0.037, but the other two comparisons were not. Also, the ERR analysis for the three groups did not reveal any significant differences, F(2, 95) = 1.09, p = 0.34.
Conflict.
Crucially, the three groups differed in the efficiency of the executive network. The late bilinguals were found to be most efficient in resolution of conflict, with the cost of 69.8 ms in terms of RT and 11.2% in terms of ERR. The conflict cost in the early bilingual group was 78.2 ms for RT and 15.6% for ERR. The largest effect was observed in the monolingual group: participants in this group were 92.8 ms slower and 20.2% less accurate in the conflict than in the non-conflict trials. The main effect of group was significant for both RT, F(2, 95) = 3.06, p = 0.051, and ERR, F(2, 95) = 3.76, p = 0.027. To explore these effects, and to test specific hypotheses on differences between the three groups, separate analyses were carried out for three comparisons: monolinguals vs. early bilinguals, monolinguals vs. late bilinguals, and early vs. late bilinguals.
Monolinguals vs. early bilinguals.
Compared to monolinguals, the early bilinguals showed significantly reduced conflict cost in RT (difference of 14.6 ms) F(1, 66) = 4.74, p = 0.033, but not in the accuracy of conflict resolution, F(1, 66) = 1.21, p = 0.27.
Monolinguals vs. late bilinguals.
Late bilinguals were more efficient than monolinguals in the resolution of conflict, for both RT (23 ms), F(1, 60) = 4.91, p = 0.031, and ERR (9%), F(1, 60) = 8.56, p = 0.005.
Early vs. late bilinguals. The lower conflict cost in terms of RT was observed for late bilinguals in comparison to the early bilinguals (69.8 vs. 78.2 ms), although the effect was not significant, F < 1. The magnitude of conflict in the ERR measure was significantly lower for late bilinguals (10 vs. 16.3%), F(1, 62) = 4.46, p = 0.039. Because the two language groups differed in self-rated proficiency for their two languages, we compared early and late bilinguals again, adding as covariates the L1 and L2 proficiency. When the L1 and L2 proficiency was controlled for, the between-group effects proved non-significant both for RT and ERR, Fs < 1. However, because the two groups differed especially in reading and writing skills in Chinese (the early bilinguals reported very poor writing and reading skills in their L1 Chinese), for further analyses we calculated the index of L1-L2 balance in speaking and listening only. The index was a result of subtraction of the mean L2 proficiency in speaking and listening from the mean L1 proficiency. When this index was included as a covariate, the RT difference in conflict was still non-significant, F < 1, while there was a strong trend indicating higher ERR in early than in late bilinguals, F(1, 61) = 3.42, p = 0.069. A similar pattern of results was observed when an index of balance of daily use was used instead of the balance of proficiency. The "balance of use" was a subtraction of percentage of L2 use from percentage of L1 use. When this covariate was included, the differences for RTs remained non-significant, F < 1, while for ERR the difference was again marginally significant, F(1, 61) = 3.52, p = 0.066.
Hemispheric asymmetry in monolinguals and bilinguals
In order to investigate the functional hemispheric asymmetry in mono-and bilingual participants, we conducted ANCOVA with three within subject factors: cue condition (no cue, valid spatial, invalid spatial, center), flanker type (congruent, incongruent), and VF (left, right), and the group of participants as between subject factor. There were no significant interactions between VF and group, all Fs < 1.5, suggesting no between-group differences in the hemispheric asymmetry. However, based on previous research, we expected the reduced hemispheric asymmetry to be particularly apparent in the group of early bilinguals when compared to monolinguals. Therefore, to further explore the issue of hemispheric asymmetry, we carried out separate tests for the three following comparisons: monolinguals vs. early bilinguals, monolinguals vs. late bilinguals, and early vs. late bilinguals. While monolinguals responded 13 ms faster to the LVF than to the RVF targets, the early bilinguals did not exhibit such asymmetry (LVF − RVF = 1 ms); the pattern of lateralization in the three participant groups is presented in Figure 3 . However, the interaction was only marginally significant, F(1, 66) = 3.80, p = 0.055. The other comparisons between groups and visual fields were not significant.
dIScuSSIon
The goal of the present study was to investigate the effects of managing two structurally distinct languages on the efficiency of attentional networks in early and late Chinese-English bilinguals. Additionally, we aimed to investigate the influence of early and late bilingualism on hemispheric asymmetries of attentional networks. The overall pattern of results for the attentional networks across the three groups replicated findings from previous studies (Fan et al., 2002; Greene et al., 2008; see MacLeod et al., 2010 , for a meta-analysis). Participants responded more quickly and made fewer errors when (a) there was a warning cue presented before the target stimuli (alerting network), (b) the spatial cue correctly indicated the location of the target (orienting network), and (c) flanking arrows pointed in the same direction as the target arrow (conflict/executive network). All these effects were robust and highly significant. The current variant of LANT was slightly more demanding than the previous ANT (Fan et al., 2002) and LANT (Greene et al., 2008) , as revealed by the slower overall RT and higher ERR. It was presumed that greater demands on attention would circumvent the usually observed ceiling effect in accuracy, as well as improve the reliability of the measured effects (cf. Evert et al., 2003; Verleger et al., 2009; Asanowicz et al., submitted for publication) . To this end, the eccentricity of the targets of the original LANT (Greene et al., 2008) was doubled. Presenting stimuli more peripherally was expected to decrease visual acuity and contrast sensitivity; hence, more attention would be needed for proper target discrimination (cf. Carrasco, 2011) .
The bilinguals tested in the two previous studies by Costa et al. (2008 Costa et al. ( , 2009 were highly proficient and balanced early bilinguals. Since the bilingual advantage in overall RTs observed in those studies was not always accompanied by the reduced cost of conflict resolution, authors concluded that bilingualism primarily influences the monitoring system rather than the conflict resolution processes. In the present study, the bilingual advantage on overall RTs was observed only in combination with a reduced conflict cost for early bilinguals, whose L1 proficiency was rather limited. Although bilinguals from the studies by Costa et al. (2008 Costa et al. ( , 2009 and the early bilinguals from the current study differed from each other in many aspects of language experience, they shared one common characteristic -the early age of acquisition. It seems plausible then to speculate that early, simultaneous consolidation of two language systems may bring about enhanced monitoring processes. However, it seems that not all early bilinguals show an advantage in monitoring (see Marzecová et al., submitted for publication), and that even bilinguals who acquired their two languages later in childhood (around age six) may exhibit such advantages (Emmorey et al., 2008) . On the other hand, the late bilinguals in the present study, who were at the same time more balanced in their proficiency and use of their two languages (see Table 2 ), displayed the reduced conflict cost without any effects on overall performance. The results observed in the group of late bilinguals were similar to those reported in the study by Marzecová et al. (submitted for publication) on a group of early but moderately unbalanced bilinguals. Although bilinguals from the experiment conducted by Marzecová et al. (submitted for publication) and the late bilinguals from the present study differed in their age of L2 acquisition, they were similar with regard to balance and proficiency of the two languages. It seems that the common factor in their language experience -the moderate balance -might be responsible for the dissociation in the pattern of results: The lack of evidence for specific enhancement of monitoring processes (i.e., lack of advantage in overall RT) along with the clear advantage of a reduced conflict cost. Hence, although at this point it seems rather difficult to disentangle the factors that may lead to specific enhancement of cognitive processes in bilinguals, the present study shows the necessity of such an endeavor.
It seems important to note that alternative interpretations of overall RT advantage other than the monitoring account put forward by Costa et al. (2009) are plausible. The overall RT advantage may be equally interpreted as a measure of tonic alertness or vigilance (Roca et al., 2011) . Therefore, the advantage of early bilinguals on overall performance may result from their greater vigilance. By this account, early bilinguals would be more focused on the task at hand and therefore more efficient in executing correct responses (cf. Marzecová et al., submitted for publication).
In additional analyses of the executive network efficiency, we compared the two bilingual groups. The late bilinguals showed reduced conflict cost in ERR when compared with early bilinguals. This result is consistent with our initial hypothesis that late bilinguals would show a greater advantage in conflict resolution than early bilinguals, since they may utilize the executive network to a greater extent in order to control the interference from L1 and to support processing of their less automatized L2. The bulk of evidence for a bilingual advantage in executive functions was based on research with bilinguals who used both languages regularly since Consistent with our predictions, the English monolinguals were less efficient in resolution of conflict than each of the two Chinese-English bilingual groups. Importantly, the effects were not attributable to differences in socioeconomic background or non-verbal intelligence, as these factors were statistically controlled for. The results are in line with previous studies that used the ANT to compare young adult bilinguals and monolinguals (Costa et al., 2008 (Costa et al., , 2009 Marzecová et al. , submitted for publication) and extend their scope by including bilinguals who speak two languages that are distinct from each other (i.e., Chinese and English).
the dIfferentIal Impact of early and late bIlIngualISm on executIve control
In the present study, both bilingual groups outperformed monolinguals. However, the difference between early bilinguals and monolinguals seemed to be qualitatively different from the difference between late bilinguals and monolinguals. On the one hand, the results for early bilinguals showed a reduced conflict cost in RT (but not in ERR) as well as an advantage in overall RT. On the other hand, there was an advantage for late bilinguals in conflict resolution both in terms of RT and ERR, without significant differences in overall RT or ERR.
In the vast majority of studies reporting a bilingual advantage in conflict resolution, the benefit has been present not just selectively for trials that require resolution of conflict, but also in the overall RT measure (see Table 1 for an overview). Such results have led researchers to propose that bilingualism may not only influence the efficiency of conflict resolution, but also another aspect of cognitive control, referred to as the "monitoring system," which evaluates the need to engage the conflict resolution mechanism Costa et al., 2009 ). According to Costa et al. (2009) , if the task at hand engages the monitoring system to a large extent, the advantage for bilinguals on overall RTs emerges. Costa et al. (2009) proposed two alternative ways in which the interplay between conflict resolution and monitoring processes might be explained. According to the first hypothesis, bilingualism may independently influence both monitoring and conflict resolution processes. According to the second hypothesis, the monitoring system may account for the observed bilingual advantage on both overall RT and conflict cost. The fact that the bilingual benefit in conflict resolution in most of the previous studies co-occurs with the overall RT benefit seems to support the latter claim (cf. Costa et al., 2009 ). However, recent findings by Marzecová et al.
(submitted for publication) do not bear out this alternative and instead support the first hypothesis, according to which the two types of benefits might be dissociable. These authors reported the advantage for bilinguals over monolinguals in conflict resolution with no group differences on overall RT; moreover, their results were obtained in a condition in which high monitoring should have been involved (i.e., with a 50/50 proportion of congruent and incongruent trials; cf. Costa et al., 2009) . In the present study, only early bilinguals outperformed monolinguals in overall RTs; the late bilinguals showed an advantage over monolinguals only in the conflict resolution per se. These results seem to indicate that specific bilingual experience may differentially influence the conflict resolution and/or monitoring systems. Let us consider some aspects of bilingual experience that may lead to enhancement of these particular cognitive processes. early childhood, and were relatively proficient in both; that is, they were early balanced bilinguals (e.g., Carlson and Meltzoff, 2008; Costa et al., 2008 Costa et al., , 2009 Hernandez et al., 2010 ; see also Bialystok, 2009 , for a review). Because in most of these studies, the experiential factors were correlated with each other, it was impossible to disentangle the relative importance of each of them. The present study indicates clearly, that early L2 acquisition is not essential for the enhancement of conflict resolution processes, although it may play a part in the emergence of efficient monitoring processes.
Although in the present study, neither the early nor the late bilingual group could be regarded as perfectly balanced (considering the self-ratings of proficiency and percentage of use in L1 and L2 reported in Table 2 ), the early bilinguals were significantly less balanced than the late group. When the balance of proficiency (in terms of speaking and listening comprehension) or balance of use was controlled for, the differences between early and late bilinguals became markedly reduced. Thus, the present finding showing greater enhancement in conflict resolution for the late bilingual group seems to be in line with previous studies showing greater efficiency of executive control in balanced bilinguals (Carlson and Meltzoff, 2008; Luk and Bialystok, 2008) . Furthermore, the advantage over monolinguals observed for the early bilingual group adds to the existing literature in providing evidence that enhancement of executive control is plausible for bilinguals who are far from being balanced. Taken together, the results from the present study suggest that the degree of balance between the bilinguals' two languages may have a greater impact on conflict resolution than the age of onset of bilingualism, but that the age of L2 acquisition may play an important role in mediating the monitoring advantage.
alertIng network
Regarding the efficiency of the alerting, there was a trend for late bilinguals to exhibit greater benefit from the alerting cue than did the other two groups. Such a trend accords with previous studies in which a larger alerting effect was found for bilinguals compared to monolinguals (Costa et al., 2008 ; Marzecová et al., submitted for publication). There is no apparent explanation for the lack of significant group differences in alerting, apart from the concern of a methodological nature. It has been reported that the reliability of the alerting index as measured by the ANT is considerably lower than indexes of orienting and executive networks (MacLeod et al., 2010) . This especially holds true for the LANT designed by Greene et al. (2008) , in which the reliability of the alerting index is even lower than in the ANT. Hence, with regard to the alerting network, the experimental design might not be have been sensitive enough to capture the potentially small between-group differences, especially using a participant sample that is smaller relative to the Costa et al. (2008) study (n = 200).
At present not enough experimental evidence is available to provide an account of the mechanisms underlying the effects of bilingualism on the alerting network (cf. Costa et al., 2008) . It is speculated that, unlike Chinese-English bilinguals in the present study, bilinguals with two structurally similar language sets (e.g., Catalan-Spanish) may need to achieve and maintain a higher state of alertness in monitoring and switching between their languages, thus gaining significant enhancement in the alerting network. Furthermore, since the central cue was always predictive of the time of target presentation, the alerting index may be seen as a combination of two processes: alertness and response preparation based on temporal expectancy. Temporal preparation has been shown to enhance not only perceptual processing, but also motor processing, thus leading to faster RTs as well as higher accuracy (Correa et al., 2005) . Moreover, such an anticipatory process has been shown to enhance controlled stimulus-response selection (Correa et al., 2009) . The trend for late bilinguals to show higher alerting may therefore suggest an enhanced efficiency of response anticipation mechanisms (Marzecová et al., submitted for publication), which are known to be supported by the executive control network (cf. Fan et al., 2007; Correa et al., 2009 ).
orIentIng network
In relation to the orienting network, the absence of between-group differences in orienting benefit is consistent with previous studies (Costa et al., 2008 (Costa et al., , 2009 . However, in the current study, the late bilinguals showed significantly greater orienting cost compared to monolinguals, i.e., they were slower to reorient attention to a target occurring in an invalidly cued location. It has been shown that in tasks with highly predictive spatial cues (as was the case in the current study), the orienting cost is associated with deactivation of the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ; Doricchi et al., 2010) -the structure that regulates reorienting of attention to uncued locations (Corbetta et al., 2008) . The inhibition of TPJ seems to lead to greater filtering of stimuli occurring in the uncued location (Doricchi et al., 2010; Lasaponara et al., 2011) . Therefore, the observed effect may indicate that late bilinguals have a greater capacity to inhibit stimuli that occur in an invalid location, which helps them use the predictive cue more efficiently by filtering out the uncued stimuli in the anticipatory period.
hemISpherIc aSymmetry
The LVF advantage was observed in both overall RT and ERR measures across all three groups, generally suggesting right hemisphere superiority in attentional processing (cf. Heilman, 1995; Mesulam, 1999) , as assessed by behavioral measures of attentional networks. Additionally, the RT in the invalid spatial cue condition indicated right hemisphere specialization in reorienting of attention to targets occurring outside the current focus of attention. This is consistent with the neuroanatomical model of orienting networks proposed by Corbetta and Shulman (2002) . The accuracy measure in the incongruent flanker condition seems to point to dominance of the right executive network in conflict resolution, which accords with several behavioral and imaging studies (Hazeltine et al., 2003; Aron et al., 2004 ; Asanowicz et al., submitted for publication; but see Fan et al., 2003) . For the alerting effect, as in earlier LANT studies (Greene et al., 2008; Poynter et al., 2010) , we did not observe any VF affects.
In line with our hypothesis, the comparisons of VF effects for overall RT in monolingual and early bilingual groups revealed a strong trend toward a reduced LVF advantage in early bilinguals. Additionally, the comparison of VF asymmetry for overall RT between monolinguals and late bilinguals showed no significant difference. These results are consistent with our predictions and with previous findings suggesting that bilinguals, particularly those who have acquired L2 at an early age, display reduced right hemisphere dominance for non-linguistic cognitive processing. It has been put forward that bilinguals who learned their second language before age six show bilateral, rather than left hemisphere dominant, cerebral organization of language as a result of early use of multiple languages, as the brain is undergoing extensive neuron wiring and synaptic changes from age three to six (Peng and Wang, 2011) . It is plausible, then, that such cortical changes at an early age may have similar effects in the cerebral organization in non-linguistic domains of cognitive processing. In the study by Marzecová et al.
(submitted for publication), in which attentional functioning was examined using the LANT task, bilinguals displayed reduced hemispheric asymmetry in the executive network as compared to monolinguals. In addition, Hausmann et al. (2004) observed that bilinguals displayed reduced right hemisphere involvement relative to monolinguals in face discrimination, a process that is typically more dominant in the right hemisphere. Furthermore, these results are in accordance with studies on language processing which show reduced hemispheric asymmetry in bilinguals (see Hull and Vaid, 2007 , for a meta-analysis). However, no other differences in lateralization between monolinguals and bilinguals were observed in the current study. In particular, we did not observe the reduced asymmetry of executive network in early bilinguals, which was reported by Marzecová et al. (submitted for publication). There were also no group differences in lateralization for the ERR measure; all three groups of participants had a similar, small but reliable, LVF advantage in performance accuracy. It is important to note that these results should be interpreted with caution, since there have been arguments made that behavioral laterality measures do not provide a reliable measurement of hemispheric asymmetry (cf. Paradis, 2009 ).
In addition, several methodological factors might have led to the pattern of results that are much less straightforward than those obtained by Marzecová et al. (submitted for publication). The LANT task used in the current study was based to a large extent on the procedure proposed by Greene et al. (2008) , in which generally no asymmetries were observed. Thus, the fact that some VF effects were obtained, and were even quite consistent between groups, is noteworthy. Considering that (1) effects of attentional asymmetries are generally small and may be affected by many factors (cf. Jewell and McCourt, 2000) ; (2) between-group differences in attentional asymmetries must therefore be even smaller and, thus, we need even more statistical power; (3) behavioral measures of hemispheric asymmetries are indirect and inherently noisy (Zaidel, 1995) , we can conclude that using an almost four times larger sample than Greene et al. (2008) increased statistical power, which in turn allowed us to observe the asymmetries. However, the power might still be insufficient.
To summarize, the results seem to be consistent with the hypothesis according to which early bilingualism reduces hemispheric asymmetry of attentional networks. However, the results are far from conclusive and more research is needed to explore this issue in greater depth. Of particular note, the question of the possible modulating effects of age of L2 acquisition on the interhemispheric organization of cognitive functions remains open.
concluSIon
The present study demonstrates that continual practice in monitoring and switching between two language systems can lead to the enhanced executive control due to involvement of inhibitory control processes that are required to select and produce the intended language (Green, 1998) . This seems to hold true regardless of the age at which bilinguals have acquired their second language, and regardless of the similarity between the two languages. Furthermore, the benefit from the continual practice in keeping two languages apart appears to be present even for bilinguals who are strongly dominant in one of their languages, although late and more balanced bilinguals appear to show a greater enhancement in conflict resolution. The results also suggest that the age of L2 acquisition may mediate the impact of bilingualism on monitoring processes; in the current study the bilingual advantage in overall RTs was only observed in the group of early bilinguals. Such a result seems to indicate that early (and continuous) contact with two languages may be critical for the monitoring advantage to emerge. Therefore, the results clearly suggest a pattern of dissociation in the influences of bilingual experience on conflict monitoring and conflict resolution processes. Further research should aim at a scrupulous disentanglement of specific factors related to language experience, which might differentially influence cognitive control processes in bilinguals.
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